The topology of magnetic islands with m = 1 dominant poloidal mode number, as observed in the Frascati Tokamak Upgrade, cannot be explained by a single harmonic perturbation of an axisymmetric configuration. We present an analytical, nonlinear model that solves a helical modification of the GradShafranov equation in cylindrical approximation and gives results comparable with experiments.
Introduction
Magnetic islands [1] with poloidal mode number m = 1 are commonly observed in tokamaks. They develop in the presence of a value of the safety factor q = 1: the nested magnetic flux surfaces on opposite sides of it start reconnecting because of a kink instability [2] and the island is formed [3] . Magnetic islands either accompany sawtooth activity [4] or are in the form of persistent ('snake') oscillations [5] . Furthermore, quasi single helicity states in reversed field pinches (RFP) are generally characterized by non-axisymmetric structures, which sometimes do not indicate the formation of a separatrix but only a helical displacement of the magnetic axis, as suggested by numerical simulations [6, 7] .
The study of helical equilibria is important to gain insights into confinement properties of burning plasmas in a thermonuclear reactor. The knowledge of magnetic islands topology can help us in understanding their stability and their formation, but no conclusive results have yet been found in this respect. In most cases, models are used that assume a single harmonic helical perturbation of an axisymmetric state [8, 9] . However, the shape obtained in this way appears to be too elongated in the poloidal direction to be consistent with observations from Frascati Tokamak Upgrade (FTU), which, instead, suggest a non-negligible contribution from several harmonics.
In order to understand the island structure with its related current density and to form a basis for future transport and stability studies, we tackled the problem of nonlinear island equilibrium by using a helical modification of the Grad-Shafranov (GS) equation [10] [11] [12] [13] with full nonlinear behaviour retained in a region of finite width around the q = 1 surface. In section 2, we describe the experimental observations and compare them with simulations from the M1TEV code [4, 14] , that uses the Kadomtsev full reconnection model [3] with a particular single harmonic prescription for the island geometry. In particular, we observe that, although this code proved very successful in describing temperature oscillations in several situations [4, 14, 15] , it cannot reproduce the detailed oscillation shape. In section 3, we derive the analytical model and discuss the island topology. Section 4 contains our conclusions and outlook on possible future work.
Experimental results and comparison with simulations
FTU is a medium-sized tokamak, with circular toroidal cross-section, major radius R = 0.935 m and minor radius a = 0.3 m. Deuterium pellets have been injected into high current FTU plasmas from the low field side [16] in order to enhance energy confinement at high density. The pellet injector delivers up to eight pellets at a velocity of 1300 m s −1 ; the pellet size corresponds to 1 × 10 20 particles. Typical values of the target plasma temperature, density, toroidal magnetic field and current are T e = 2 keV, n e = 1×10 20 m −3 , 7 T B ζ 8 T and 0.8 MA I 1.6 MA, respectively. In all these discharges, the rapid development of an m = 1 magnetic island has been detected by soft x-rays and electron cyclotron emission (ECE) measurements [14] , provided that a magnetic surface with q = 1 was present in the plasma. About one-third of these discharges are also characterized by m = 1 rotating structures that can live up to 300 ms, which is six times longer than the energy confinement time [17] . This phenomenon, the so-called 'snake', suggests that islands are steady equilibrium structures.
Despite the nickname 'm = 1' magnetic island, tomographic reconstruction from soft x-rays measurements shows evidence of much more circular structures than a single poloidal harmonic would give, as in figure 1 (taken from [17] ), where a circular structure is clearly visible to the left of the hot core. No change in topology seems to take place outside the dashed line. Furthermore, a Fourier analysis of soft x-ray signals shows that several harmonics with single helicity are present, i.e. m/n = 1, n being the toroidal mode number [17] .
We tried to reproduce soft x-rays temporal traces, as displayed in figure 2(a) for an impact parameter near r s (the radius of the q = 1 surface), by modifying the M1TEV code version described in [14] . The code, as it was originally written [4] , accounted for the possibility of magnetic 'deconnection' i.e. instead of having sawtooth crashes in which the island o-point becomes the new magnetic axis, the island width oscillates between approximately the mixing radius (i.e. the radius within which all the reconnection takes place) and its half, without leading to crashes. We run the code for several periods of the island width oscillation. We started with the experimental electron temperature profile, but we took a flat density profile and, in order to avoid numerical instabilities, added a peak in the island of the form:
where l is the island half width and s the surface label of magnetic flux tubes in the island. We were not interested in reproducing the quantitative experimental results but in having an indication of the island structure. The soft x-ray flux measured in FTU is proportional to the integral of the quantity n 2 e T 3/4 e along the desired chord [18] . We run a simulation with parameters (see [14] 
and power deposition from the centre of the plasma until r s with P = 2 MW and 30% radiative losses. The temporal traces generated by our simulation are displayed in figure 2(b). It clearly appears that the peaks width is much larger than in the experimental case. A better result could not be obtained either by decreasing the denominator in the exponential of equation (1) or by modifying the M1TEV code to account for impurities trapped in the island. An attempt to introduce ergodicity around the separatrix of this type of island did not succeed either. The main limitation, here, resides in the fact that the island shape assumed in the M1TEV code is poloidally elongated because it contains only a single harmonic.
The addition of several harmonics with heuristic radial shapes, based on the m = 1 linear eigenfunction, can reasonably reproduce the observed island structure, but current density discontinuities appear, hence the structure is not a realistic equilibrium. For this reason, we tackled the problem of solving a nonlinear equilibrium equation in the presence of the island in order to find its real structure.
Theoretical model
The presence of the island breaks the axisymmetry of the plasma and generates a helical symmetry. Thus, to explain the experimental results discussed in section 2, we use a modification of the GS equation for a helical equilibrium. In this paper, we neglect toroidal effects and consider a periodic cylinder of length 2πR, and we expand for R r (r is the minor radial variable of the torus). Toroidicity would mix harmonics with different values of m/n and could modify the shape of the island. However, as stated in section 2, the harmonic components observed in the experiment have m = n, so we start with the simpler cylindrical case. Magnetic islands form around rational q surfaces (q = 1 for us), where the helical flux [2] has an extremum, as we will see in section 3.1. Thus it is impractical to use flux coordinates there.
We then divide the toroidal cross-section into three radial regions: an internal and an external area with 0 r r s − r and r s + r r a (r s ∼ 0.1 m for FTU), respectively, where we write the equilibrium equation for the linearized helical flux, and a nonlinear area around the rational surface, r s − r < r < r s + r, where we write a nonlinear equation for the full helical flux. We finally connect the three solutions by continuity requirements. We would like to point out that these regions do not correspond to the areas inside and outside the separatrix but to the areas where a linearization is possible. The separatrix, however, is always included in the nonlinear region (see section 3.3).
There are two principal reasons for separating the toroidal cross-section in three regions instead of writing a complete nonlinear equation for the whole plasma: (1) we can choose a zeroth order axisymmetric configuration consistent with experimental observation by assigning the current density and the pressure gradient and assume that the island is a deformation of the obtained topology and (2) this separation helps us understand better the nonlinearity of the structure, and also in future work, it will be possible to set r → 0 and study analytically the formation of the separatrix.
Internal and external regions
Assuming helical symmetry, all quantities can be expressed in terms of two variables: r and the helical angle α = θ − ζ n/m, where θ is the poloidal angle, ζ the toroidal angle and we study the m/n = 1 case. The magnetic field can then be written as
where, in helical symmetry, ψ ≡ ψ(r, α) and χ ≡ χ(r, α) are the toroidal and helical magnetic fluxes (apart from constant factors). For convenience, we choose a straight magnetic field line coordinate system (χ , α, ϕ), with ϕ = ζ − ν(χ, α), and ν a periodic function of α such that we can define the helical safety factor as follows:
The Jacobian of these coordinates is:
and is not defined for ∂χ /∂r = 0.
Expanding the equilibrium equation
where J is the current density and p the pressure (assuming p ≡ p(χ)), and following the procedure of [10] adapted to helical symmetry gives the helical GS equation (see also [11] [12] [13] ):
where
In external and internal regions, we expand the helical flux up to the first harmonic as follows:
Equation (6) is in the form Lχ = S(χ , r), and assuming that it is satisfied for χ = χ 0 (r) with |χ 1 /χ 0 | 1, it can be written to first order as Lχ 1 = (∂S/∂χ ) χ 0 χ 1 . Neglecting terms of order (r/R) 2 , equation (6) becomes as follows:
We start by choosing a zeroth order (i.e. axisymmetric) equilibrium that is realistic for FTU. The expression for q 
Here, C is an integration constant and, as required, χ 0 has a maximum for r = r s . We assume C = 1 and normalize all the lengths to r s . In order to obtain results relevant to FTU without loss of generality, we take R = 9r s , a = 3r s and B ζ = 7 T. Applying axisymmetry to equation (7), we obtain, up to order one in (r/R) 2 ,
that is constant to zero order in (r/R) 2 ; therefore in the derivative first order terms must be kept.
We can calculate then the ζ component of the current density from µ 0 J = ∇ × B and get
which for axisymmetry becomes
as displayed in figure 7 , its general features correspond to experimental data. From the Bennet relation [19] :
valid for a screw pinch, we deduce the zero order pressure profile derivative:
which is displayed on top of figure 3 and which is roughly consistent with experimental profiles. It is not possible to assume that the pressure is nearly constant and neglect dp(χ)/dχ in equation (6), since dp(χ)/dχ = (dp(χ)/dr)(dr/dχ) and lim r→r s (dr/dχ) = ∞, because the helical flux has a maximum there. The term
divergences in the brackets of the left-hand side of equation (9), which would completely change the values of χ 1 when approaching r s . Since equations (14) and (16), together with equations (10) and (11), define the zeroth order plasma equilibrium, we can now solve equation (9) for the non-axisymmetric flux with proper boundary conditions. This is a boundary value problem with boundary conditions imposed at r = 0 and r = a. For r = 0, J ζ as in equation (13) must be regular, i.e. lim r→0 χ 1 = A 1 r (A 1 constant). Meanwhile, for r = a, χ 1 (a) = 0 and (dχ 1 /dr) a = A 2 (A 2 constant). The values of A 1 and A 2 will be determined in section 3.3 by smoothly connecting internal and external solutions through the nonlinear region. For now, the perturbation magnitude is proportional to A 1 in the internal region and to A 2 in the external one. We numerically solve equation (9) by a Fortran code that uses NAG routines for ordinary differential equations, assuming conventional values for A 1 and A 2 ; figure 3 displays χ 1 (r) for the values of A 1 and A 2 obtained in section 3.3; the jump visible around r = r s will be healed by the nonlinear solution.
For r → r s , equation (9) becomes:
with ρ = r − 1 and
The solution of equation (17) is a combination of degenerate hypergeometric functions [20] whose limit is a finite constant for ρ → 0, as verified by the numerical solution.
In r = r s equation (9) is not conveniently represented because (dχ 0 )/(dr) = 0. A different equation has to be written for the nonlinear region, and the solution must be smoothly connected to the other ones (determining also the constants A 1 and A 2 ). . Top: profile of µ 0 R 2 dp/dr versus r/r s calculated from equation (16) and used across the whole plasma. Bottom: χ 1 versus r/r s for the initial conditions obtained in section 3.3, note that for r = r s , χ 1 is not defined.
Nonlinear region
In the area surrounding r = r s , J diverges (see equation (4)), so we use the coordinate system (r, α, ζ ), with Jacobian J r (r, α, ζ ) = rR. From equation (5) we get, along the ∇r direction, the following:
Expanding equation (19) and since we assumed constant
equation (20) becomes
Here, assuming the pressure profile in the nonlinear region can be evaluated from the zeroth order equation in the neighbouring areas, (∂p)/(∂r) = (dp)/(dr) is calculated from equation (16); practically, this is equivalent to the approximation (dp)/(dr) = 0 because the radial variation scale of the pressure is much bigger than the nonlinear interval 2 r.
Equation (22) is completely nonlinear and can be solved directly for χ(r, α) without expanding it in harmonics. We consider this to be an initial value problem, with initial conditions given in r s − r ( r does not need to be small) by χ(r s − r, α) and [(∂χ )/(∂r)] r s − r , as resulting from the solution in the internal region. We use a simple Fortran code which uses a tri-diagonal system for calculating the second derivative in α, but that uses finite differences for the derivatives in r. This precision appears sufficient for our scope.
Connecting solutions in different regions and shape of the island
To obtain the shape of the magnetic island we need to smoothly connect the internal, nonlinear and external regions by calculating the values of A 1 and A 2 . We impose r = 0.45r s and we choose a value of A 1 to calculate χ(r s − r, α) ≡ χ i (α) and χ (r s − r, α) ≡ χ i (α) by solving the equation in the internal region (see section 3.1). Since equation (9) is linear, the dependency of χ i and χ i on A 1 must also be linear. We then solve equation (22) This procedure is necessary since the dependency of χ s and χ s on A 1 is not linear. However, we find that this dependency is very weak unless we go to values of A 1 greater than unity, for which the code shows numerical instabilities probably due to the fact that the condition χ 1 (r s − r, α)/χ 0 (r s − r, α) 1 is no more verified. Again the dependency of the value of the flux χ e (A 2 ) = χ(r s + r, 0) and its radial derivative χ e (A 2 ), calculated in the external area by integrating from r = a, on A 2 is exactly linear.
If r is large enough to justify the use of the linear equation in the internal and external areas, the dependency of χ s and χ s on α must be the same as the one we assigned for χ e and χ e , i.e. single harmonic perturbation. We can then set χ s (A 1 ) = χ e (A 2 ) and χ s (A 1 ) = χ e (A 2 ) and estimate the values of A 1 = 0.24r s T and A 2 = 0.087r s T, which guarantee a smooth junction in r s + r. An exact calculation of A 1 and A 2 would be complicated and useless, since our aim is to join the three areas without discontinuities, and the values of A 1 and A 2 that we estimated properly satisfy those requirements. We are now able to plot in figure 4 the equatorial section of the helical flux, as compared with the axisymmetric one, and the whole island in figure 5 .
If we change r, which means varying the width of the area where nonlinearities are important, we find an approximately equal result from r = r s until r ∼ 0.35r s (actually values of r near r s give numerical instabilities but are not relevant to our purposes). For smaller r a jump in the flux appears, meaning that the interval 0.65r s < r < 1.35r s is nonlinear and cannot be treated with a single harmonic expansion. This is displayed in figure 6 where equatorial cuts of the helical magnetic flux are shown for r = 0.5r s , r = 0.35r s (both approximately equal to the one of figure 4 with r = 0.45r s ) and for r = 0.1r s , in the last the discontinuity is clearly visible. We can also see that when the junction is smooth the separatrix is included in the nonlinear region.
The current, as calculated from equation (13), does not undergo strong modifications in the presence of the island, in particular in the area around r s , the x-point and the o-point, there are no spikes as displayed in figure 7 , and this is consistent with our assumption that the configuration is an equilibrium one. The small jumps visible in the junctions between the internal, nonlinear and external areas are due to the fact that we have a second order differential equation and so we impose continuity conditions on the primitive and first derivative, while the current density is a second derivative. They are then small analytical artifacts. 
Conclusions and future work
In this paper we show that the shape of an m = 1 magnetic island cannot be reproduced by a single harmonic perturbation and we construct a new analytical nonlinear model: we use a helical modification of the GS equation, that can be linearized in the areas away from the q = 1 surface. In a finite interval around q = 1 we write a fully nonlinear equation that uses as boundary conditions the results from the linear ones. The union of the three areas gives us the topology of the island, which is consistent with the experimental observations, provided that the nonlinear area around r s has a finite extension. This proves again that the island topology can be approximated by a single harmonic expansion only in regions distant from the q = 1 surface, around which a full nonlinear treatment is necessary. Moreover, our study is carried on in the cylindrical approximation and gives satisfactory results, showing that the island is composed of several m = n harmonics, and that the m = n ones can be treated as corrections. The current density does not display sensible changes from the axisymmetric one, in particular, there is no spike in correspondence with the x-point.
The helical GS equation can be applied to any helical state. In this work, by choosing a monotonically increasing q(r) profile with q(0) < 1, and by expanding the full helical flux away from the q = 1 surface up to the first harmonic, we focused on the formation of a magnetic island with principal poloidal mode number m = 1; but a similar procedure can be applied to other types of helically symmetric states, as, for example, magnetic islands with m > 1, by selecting proper conditions.
Our work was concentrated on tokamaks, but by modifying the profile of q and B ζ our results can also apply to an RFP and can be compared to already existing models (e.g. [6] ). In future work, we plan to treat analytically the r → 0 limit so as to understand which parameters regulate the formation of a separatrix. This can help to explain the simulations on RFP that show either the formation of an island or a simple helical displacement of the magnetic axis [7] . This paper then relates to a model for the m = 1 magnetic island topology which is able to reproduce the experimental results, that can be extended to several cases and that can be developed further for equilibrium, transport and stability studies of helically symmetric configurations.
